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Every community which regards as normative certain texts given by the wor-

thies of old must develop a "hermeneutic," a means whereby these fixed
standards can be kept in an elfective relationship with the ever-changing frontier ofday-to-day experience. In the two cenruries surounding the tirriofthe
era, six factors impelled RabbinicJudaism toward the elaboration of a hermeneutic far more self-conscious than anything previously known: the canon of
the Scripture was fixed; a body of authoritative Torah not part of that canon
had to be kept in fruitful relationship to it; the institurions of Bet-Kenesset and
Bet-Mil.lrash emerged as settings suitable for carrying on the hermeneutical
task; sectari:rn competition increased the urgency for an explicit hermeneutic;
Hellenistic culture offered models from its own inrerpretive tradition; and the
normative role of the Temple in religion ceased.
Out of this period crnerged a sophisticated system of ,.hermeneurics," or
praxis of interpretation. The essay reviews the traditional lists of seven and
thirteen middot, together with other methodological devices not part of the
lists, and
with the help of illustrations drawn from Mehilta de R. Ishmael
offers a logical and literary analysis ofeach one. A comparison ofthe results -of
these analyses with hermeneutical devices found in both Old and New Testaments and in the larger Hellenistic milieu leads to the conclusion thar the system of Rabbinic hermeneutics wassui generis, and was the indigenous response
of the 'fannaim and rheir immediate successors to their own urgently fek need
lor an effective hermeneutic.

The purpose of this

essay is to describe and briefly ro inrerprer rhe
hermeneutical methods employed by the Phariseees and their rabbinic
successors in the first two centuries of the common era. However, in order
better to appreciate the issues which underlay the rabbinic quest for viable
hermeneutical praxis or "hermeneutics," some introductory words must
be addressed to the broader question of "hermeneutic."l The task of hermeneutic can be expressed very simply: it is to "re-present" the message of
the authoritative text in the language and thought-forms of the currenr

(r) cf. James M. Robinson, The New Hermeneutic. Neu Frontizrs in Tfuolog,vol. ii (New
York, r964), pP.x, r-77, for a discussion of this distinction. A lucid introductory rreatmenr
of the issues of rabbinic "hermeneutic" and "hermeneutics" is given by Daniel patte, Early
Jeuish Hermmrutic in Palestine (Missoula, Mont., q975), pp. r-g.
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gcneration.s In contrast to exegesis, the task of which is simply to make

sense of the text in its own terms ancl context, the task of hermlneutic
is to
"prolong in a new discourse the discourse of the text."B It is to fincl ..valid

contemporary meaning in ancient texts."a
A hermeneutical problem exists in any cultural context whenever two
factors are present. First, an authoritative text, a written document usually of some antiquity, must hold a place of esteem in the midst of the commu.ity. This text, often invested with the sacredness of Scripture, will be
the fixed point against which all the moving, changing .*p..i"rr." of the
comrnunity will have to be compared. second, the community must have a
living edge along which events take place which require interpretation in
terms of this fixed reference point. Those in society who make it their
busiress to interpret experience from the perspective of the authoritative
text may well allege that the "scripture" provides all the categories and
language necessary to cope with experience on the ever-changiig frontier
of day-to-day. In fact, however, where a living traditi.n exists, th-e rnoving
edge will itself be a context in which new norms and new auth<,rity are
generated. The institutions within the living community in which the
process of hermeneutic takes place will be de
facto loci of new revelation.
By virtue of the acceptable "re-presentation" of the authoritative word of
Scripture in and by them to new cultural contexrs, new light and truth can
be expected to break forth.5.
From the foregoing observarions it will be clear that the marter of herme'eutic is far more than a matrer of piety (wherein proof-texts are given
in support of contemporary acting and speakingy. Xo, in any ,oii.ty
which treasures fundamental documents held to have been given by God
or by ancient men of great esteem, a viable hermeneutic is essential to contemporary livi.g. only such a hermeneutic can draw our of rhe docurnents the necessary support fbr commonly held values and a framework
for interpreting experie'ce. since most societies do in fact treasure documents of this sort, the hermeneurical problem is absolutely ubiquitous. It
faced the Greek and Alexandrian grammarians in their effort to link the
writings of Homer to their own day; it faced the Roman jurists; it faced
(z) clf. M. Norh, "The

'Re-presenration' of the old restament in proclamation," in
ed., rssa;rs in old restamenr Hermeneutics (Engrish trans. edited by

Y::t.r*9lt]'
L.l\{avs, Richrnond,

c.

James

rgti3), p. 8o.
(3) Patte, olt. cit., p.4, citing p. Ricoeur.
(4) PaulJ.Achtemeier,AnlrlroduttiontotheNewHermeneutic(philaclelphia, r969),p.
r4.
(5) Similar analyses of the hermeneutical situation of cultures have been
Uy fug.
-ua.
smith'Jacques Barzun, and others. cf .patte,op. rir., p. g. The applicability of these observations to rabbinic midrash is shown by Geza Vermes inhis essay,;Iiible and Midrash,"
inpost_
Biblical Jezuish Srzdies (Leiden, r975), p. gg.
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Philo, the New Testament writers, the sectaries of eumran, the rabbis; it
faced the scholastics and the Reformers; it faces preachers, literary critics,
and constitutional lawyers in our own day.

THE CONSTITUTIVE

FACTORS

oF RABBINIC HERMENI,UTIC

For the Tannaim and their Pharisaic predecessors the fixed point of reference from which interpretation of experience had ultimately to be
derived was, of course, the Bible. The fact that the Bible \vas itself the
product of a long developmental process within which hermeneuticar
principles were clearly operative was not a marrer of significance to them.6
of course, the palpable remains of that growth-process posed difficulties
for the rabbis just as they have for interpreters ever since. To cope with
the lacunae, contradictions, anachronisms, and diverse literary styles of

the biblical text, they had ro develop rext-critical methods and

harmonizing devices, some of which must be regarded as hermeneutical
methods in their own right. However, except for some lingering questions
of canonicity affecting the hetuaim (questions which are definitely settled
by the Tannaim themselves), the unity and the authority of the Tanakh
were recognized by all, and the fixed pole of hermeneurical activity was
thus assumed.
The Torah was, of course, regarded as God's own word given to Moses
on Sinai. Theneai'im andketuaim,too, were words of the Almighty vouchsafed through his chosen spokesmen. It followed, therefore, that no
word, no particle, no dot or dash in the sacred text was meaningless or
redundant. The divine draftsman wasted nothing, made no mistakes, and
intended to communicate some truth even through an apparent pleonasm or a lacuna. upon these presuppositions would the rabbinic hermeneutic be constructed.
Alongside the Bible, the rabbis were heirs of a large body of extrabiblical but authoritative laws, customs, and precedents which already
before the turn of the era could be pointed to as a substantive oral Torah.
Whether or not these materials actually came ro Hillel, Shammai, and the
(6) For modern scholars of the Bible it is, of course, a matter of urmost importance, and
forms the basis ofall the literary-critical theories which have been developed io account for
the seams and fissures in the bibilical text. The exrent ro which rabbinic midrash is in fact an
extension of biblical literature itself was explored by LL. Seeligmann in his noted article,
"Voraussetzung der N{idraschexegese," Supplement to Vchrs Testamentum, vol. r (Leiden,
rg53), pp. r5o-r8r. Even the literary genre of mishnah can be shown to be linearly
descended from thejuridical processes which gave rise to biblical law, through rraces of
"rabbinic-type" legal formulations still preserved in the biblical text. cl. J. weingreen, "oral
Torah and Written Records," in hisFrom Bible to Mishru (Manchester, r976), pp. 7fug,
especially p. 82. An outstanding example of the new work being done in the area of innerbiblical exegesis is Michael Fishbane's book, Trrl and Textus (New York, r97g).
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first generation of the Tannaim in oral form is a much debated question
which need not detain us here.7 As far as the matter of rabbinic hermeneutic is concerned, the important fact is that the bifurcation of ancient
tradition into two Torahs, Written and Oral, held the potential for a crisis
of authority. The Oral 'Iorah was a precious and indispensable legacy of
decisions made along the moving edge of Jewish history. It answered
questions which the Bible did not, and gave the detail necessary to fill out
cryptic biblical law. And yet, the fact remained that the decrees and traditions of the Oral Law were not found in Scripture, and some even seemed
to be in open conflict with it.
Of course, not all of the extra-biblical legal traditions which came down
to the rabbis from the last centuries B.C.E. carried the same claims of
authority. Sorne of these early "halakhot" were undoubtedly passed on
without any attachment to Scripture or named authority, and are still preserved in that form in the Mishnah or midrashim of the Tannaim. Others
came down on the authority of the "Men of the Great Assembly," or one of
the Zugot. 'fraditions of this sort are often identifred as gezerot, "decrees."
Other enactments of law from pre-rabbinic times are the taqqanot, which
differ from the gezerot in that they appeal to specific scriptural warrants
even when they effectively set aside the prescriptions of Scripture.s The
assignment of many taqqanot to ancient worthies must of course be
questioned, and most instances of probably early taqqanol come from
'I-annaitic times. Yet tradition remembers Hillel for his famous taqqanah
instituting thdprosbuls which effectively set aside the prescription of Deut.
(7) Patte,qp.cit.,ch.V,"TheUseofscriptureintheSchools.WrittenandOralToroth"is
of the issue, with bibliography. Weingreen,op. cit., is firm in his convic-

a useful discussion

tion that written records of extra-biblical legal discussions were kept and some eventually
lbund their way into the Bible iself. Cf. pp. 83-92.
(8) J. H. ()reenstone, "Gezerah," JE, vol. v, pp. 648-649, describes the geznah as a negative ordinance in contrast to the lqqanuh, a positive ordinance. A. Guttnrann, RaDbinic Ju.da'

isn in thc Mahing (Detroit, rg7o), p. r57, note 4, distinguishes the two by describing the
fornrer as an enactment of a prohibitive nature, and the latter as a supplement to or modihcation of the biblical law. See his list of the tagqanot and gezcrot of the Men of the Great
Assenrbly, pp. 6-7. Of course, the practice of issuing gazerot and laqqanot was continued by
the rabbis themselves, and in this way the scope of the corpus of authoritative extra-biblical
laws was continually enlarged. R. Yotranan b. Zakkai, for example, issued his famous
tagqanah pernritting the blowing of the shofar elsewhere than in the Temple (M.R.H. 4: t),
thus acljusting cultic practice to conditions as they existed after the Destruction. Cf..fE, vol.
-faqqanot of
xi, pp. 669176, fbr a long list of tn4qanot; also, J. Neusner, "Studies on the
Yavneh," H1'R ti3 (rg7o), pp. r83-rg8; and, more recently, M. Elon, Hamishpal ha'iari
(ferusalem, rg73), chs. xiii-xv, esp. pp. 4o2-4o3 on the terminology.

(9) Theproslulwasadeclarationmadebeftrrethecourt(i.e.,p'r'osbruh)bytheexecutorof

a loan t<r the effect that the law <>f shemiltah, the cancellation of debts, did not apply to the
inrpcrrcling rransacrion. Hillel's ta4qanah was designed to protect the makers of loans from
losses and to ensure the availability of loan money to borrowers, even at the approach of the
scventh year. Cf. J.H. Greenstone, "Prosbul," JE, vol. x, pp. 2 rg-22<r.
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that all loans outstanding between Israelites be forgiven on the
sabbatical year.r0 In short, the corpus of extra-biblical but authoritative
legal traditions handed down ro the Pharisees and the rabbis after them
already showed the bi-polar tension between the fixed point of Scripture
and the moving point of a living community. Such a situation creates a
crisis of authority fbllowed by a demand for a viable hermeneur.ic; and it
was in such a situation that the hermeneutical sysrems of rabbinicJudaism
arose.11

During the two centuries of rapid social and religious change which
surrounded the turn of the era, all the factors which made imperative the
articulation of clear and dependable methods for relating Scripture to the
ongoing needs of the living community of the Jews came rogether. First,
as has already been noted, the process of canonization of certain writings
as Scripture was completed during this period. Second, a body of rules for
community living already existed. That these rwo Torahs, Written and
Oral, already belonged together was a conviction which the rabbis inherited with the two traditions. For them Torah was coextensive with life;
therefbre, traditional laws and interpretations could be seen as norhing
other than projections from that same Torah. As Patte puts it, "There
could be no more conflict between the Oral Torah and the Written than
between the Pentateuch and the rest of the Bible . . . Scripture had to be
interpreted in terms of the Oral Torah. And the discove ry of proof texts
for the halakhot was nothing but the rediscovery of the interprerarions
which gave birth to them."rz
Third, institutional life in Judaism had assumed new forms, two of
which were well-suited to be loci of legal and biblical interpretation. The
synagogue, which after 7o c.E. remained the exclusive liturgical institution
amongJews, had long since displaced the Temple as the principal focus of
the worship life of the community. In t};'e Bet-Kenesset the literary genres
of targr.un, tefill"ah,andderashah found their home and flourished. Each of
these literary activities provided a context in which biblical interpretation
(ro) M.Shevi'itro:3-4.Cf.A,.Z.MelamedMavo'lesifrathanlmud(Jerusalem,r96z),p.7.
pp. r02-ro3;Guttmann, op. cit., pp. 7 r-74.
A similar crisis confronted Islam as thesazna, the body ofaulhoritarive legal and
ethical traditions representing normative community usage, came irrto being alongside the
written scripture of the Koran. It was the insistence of Shaf i (ca. 767-8zo c.E.), the founder
of one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic law, that all authenticszzna is really the model
behavior of the Prophet which made possible the resolution of this crisis. Of course, various
interpretative and hermeneutical devices were necessary to establish the connection
between the Prophct, tris companions and Successors on the one hand, and the accepted
practiccs crf thc sunrt( ('n thc orher. cf. Joseph schacht, ?lra oigins of MuhanmadanJurisprud.cnce (Oxford, rgto), Pp. r-5, 58-tir passim.
(v) Op. cit., pp. o7-98.
Patte, op. rit.,

(r

r)
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at a popular level, usually homiletical (haggadic) in character, was carried
on. 'fhe results, some of which are preserved in the extant Targums, the

Amidah and early elements in the liturgical tradition of "normative"
Judaism, and in the haggadic midrashim, reveal that informal
hermeneutical n-rethods were operative as tradition was generated in the
context of synagogue worship.13 The Academy or Bet-Midra.si came into
being after the l)estructior"r of 7cl c.E. Prior to the establishment of the
yshivah at Yavneh by R. Yohanan b. Zakkai, "schools" must have consisted
primarily of students gathered around a learned teacher and interpreter
of Scripture
much as the twelve disciples gathered around Jesus of
Nazareth. As the various small circles of Pharisees coalesced into the
larger rabbinical "academies" of the Tannaitic period, their principles
of juridical interpretation must have coalesced as well.la Halakhah was
the sub.ject matter of the discussion, and increasingly articulate
herrneneutical methods or middot were tools of the learned trade. Thus,
the "setring-in-life" of the systematic adjustment of biblical law and ethics
to the trew conditions of the first and second centuries of our era was the
sch<lol.

A fourth historical factor which contributed to the emergence of a conscious hermeneutic among the early rabbis was the high degree of sectarianism among the Palestinian Jews of the last century B.c.E. and the first
century c.E. Not only were the the well-known parties of Pharisees and
Sadducees engaged in controversy over the correct interpretation of
Scripture and the status of extra-biblical norms,15 but conflicting claims
about the meaning and proper application of Scripture were undoubtedly heard from other sources: from the Community of Covenanters at
Qumran who cherished the special interpretive tradition.of their Teacher
of Righteousness; from the old priestly groups and Hellenized ruling classes wh<;, at the beginning of our period at least, still sought to accommodate the biblical tradition to the philosophical systems which prevailed in
the broader Greco-roman world culture; from Zealots who were Prepared to enlist the Bible by means of hermeneutical applications to support their ultra-national cause; and, of course, beginning about 3cl C.8.,

-fhe
( r q)
inrerpretive functions of simultaneous translation (&zrgzrz) andliturgy Qefillah)
irr relati<rrr ro preaching (dnashah) are summarized by Patte, op. cil.,ch^pters iii & iv.
( r4) A certain dcgree of tentativeness needs to be maintained in any discussion of the
exact institutional [<rrm oIthe Tannaitic "academies," Ibr the sources may project later strucr.urcs onto the rcporrs of rhe first and second centuries. David M. Goodblatt argues that,
when properly evaluated, rhe evidence of the Babylonian falmud will not support the existencc <-rf formal "ac:rdcmies" even among the Babylonian Amoraim. Cf . his Rabbinic lutruc-

tion

in Sassanian Bobylonia (Leiden, rg75).
5) Discussion of the hernreneutical issue

(r

back as.Josephus (Azr.

XIII.x.6; XVIII.i.4).

between these two parties goes at least

as

far
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from followers ofJesus of Nazareth who systematically applied Old Testament tradition by means of informal hermeneutical methods to the new
situation created for them by their conviction that the Promised One of
Israel had been among them. Such a highly competitive situation
demanded that every party give an adequate and convincing account of its
way of handling Scripture. Small wonder, then, that the Pharisees and
their rabbinic successors devoted serious artention to the problem of hermeneutic right from the beginning. As Vermes purs it, "Halakhic Bible
interpretation seems to have accompanied the rise of the religious parties,
and in particular of the Pharisaic movement . . . Its leaders were . . .
unable to claim authority by reason of hereditary sratus or professional
training as the older priestly and Levitical scribes had done and wherever
their doctrine departed from the accepted norm they were obliged to
defend it with argument solidly backed by Scripture. Out of this necessity
a technique of exegesis soon arose which conformed to well-defined rules,
the middot."t6 Their success in identifying their own tradition of hermeneutics with the solution to the problem of hermeneutic which faced all
the Jewish sects equally is attested by the fact that only their middot are
remembered and discussed among us today.rT
A fifth factor which should be linked to the appearance of an explicit
program of hermeneutical methodology among the rabbis is the influence of Hellenism and the intellectual traditions of Greek and Latin letters. Scholars are much divided on the extenr of this cross-cukural connection. D. Daube, for example, argues for the essentially Alexandrian
and therefore Hellenistic provenance of the sevenmidd.ot of Hillel.rE After
(16) Op.
(t

cdt., pp.8c>8r.
7) The contention of this article is, however, that Pharisaidrabbinical hermeneutical

principles were not collected into formal lists until after 7o c.r.(cf .infra, p. r8f). By that time
the motivation for identifying and systematizing methods of interpreration stemmed no
longer from competition between sects but rather from an increasingly sophisticated methodological consciousness and a felt need for clarity in exegetical discussion within rabbinical
circles.

It

must be acknowledged at this point that differences of opinion regarding proper

methods of biblical interpretation arose even among the rabbis themselves. In the exegetical
controversies between Bet Hillel and Bet Shammai, not only did the halakhah most fre-

quently go with Bet Hillel, but, in the opinion of later tradition at least, so did the
hermeneutical method. (However, Guttmann, op. cit., p. 98 points our rhat the formal
hermeneutical middot actually play a very small part in the traditions about Hillel and
Shammai. On the one occasion when Hillel was able to introduce three of the formalmid.dat
into a single discussion, he was rebuffed. Cf. b. Pes. 66a). Out of later interpretive
controversies, e.g., between the Schools of Ishmael and Akiba, there arose on both sides
hermeneutical methods which came later ro be generally accepted.
(r8) David Daube, "Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric,"
HUCA zr (rS4g), pp. z39re64; "Alexandrian Methods of Interpretation and the Rabbis,"
Festschrift H.Ltuald (Basel, r g53), pp. z7-44. See the discussion of the latter essay, and partic-
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showing the sirnil:rrity betlveen the formal rabbinic patterns and examples
which he drarvs frorn Aristotle and Cicero, he asks, "Is the coincidence
betwcen Hillel's rhet<lrical norms ancl those of the Greeks and Romans
accidental or generic?" He answers the question in favor of the latter. "We
have before us a science the beginnings of which may be traced back to
Plato, Arist<)tle, and their contemporaries . . Philosophical instruction

was very sirnilar in outline, whether given at Rome, Jerusalem, or
Alexandria."te
S. Liebernran speaks fbr those who believe that the answer to Daube's
questi()n is "accidental" at the most. Although he acknowledges suggestive
parallels betrveen the hermeneutical methods of the rabbis and those
erttpkrved elsewhere in the Hellenistic milieu, he regards the equivalency
between two of the thirteeu mid.d,ot of R. Ishmael and two of the principles
of Hcrrnogenes as a matter of chance. 20 'I'hese are natural and primitive
logical clevir:es which can be found in use all over the ancient world.
Liebern.ran is rvilling to concede the possibility that the rhetnrical terminology by rvhich the hermeneutical principles were identified among the
rabbis might have been borrowed at some relatively late date from the traclitions of the Asiatic and Alexandrian rhetors. Such a position would
seem t() renr;rin oper) to at least part of the stand taken by Daube, namely,
that s<lme inrpetus toward a conscious effort of "isolation and organization" of rabbinic logical principles came from the Greek side. Yet it would
n<lt give creclence to any claims <lf whcllesale

appropriation of Greek and

Roman hernreneutical methodology by the rabbis.
Whether this issue will finally be decided in favor of direct relationship
l>etrvecn Athens and Jerusalem on the matterof hermeneutics, or in favor
ularll lhube's proposal that the rabbinic

device ofseres, "rearrangement," is borrowed
-Ilre

fiom

ftabbinic "Enunoalion of Scnptural Examplei' (l,eiden, rgZ3), pp. 4g-5o, r<l3-t04. Guttmann makes a
swceping antl urrcritical application of Daube's ptoposals when he says, "Hillel was the first
in
.f crr ish sage officiallv to introduce a system of hermeneutic rules . . . all of them had been
use irrn()ng rhe learned mc"n of the Ronran Ernpire" (op. cil.,p.7$,
rhc Alexarrdrian interpretive method of anc.r'trophe,in W. Sibley Towner,

(rq) "Rabbinic lUethods," p. eq,7.
S. Lichrnan, Hellcnisn in

Jeui^th Palestine2 (New York, 196z), pp. 56-68.
l,ietrrnran's posirion generally has been to recognize substantial contact with and knowlerlge of (ireek tradition by the rabbis, but without borrowing of substantive ideological or
(:r<r)

rneth<xlological nraterial. Most borr<>wing was confined to terms. As to the conventions of
rhetod< Lieberrnan remarks, "'I'he inhabitants of Palestine listened to the speeches of the

rhctors, ancl the art of rhctoric had a practical value" ("How Much Greek in Jewish
Palcstinc?", A. Altrnann, ed .,Biblical and Othn Studies [Cambridge, Mass., r 963], p. t 34). But
again the actual borrowing was, in in his view, confined to termirrology.
L<ruis Jacobs clevotes a chaptcr of his book, Sludixs in Talmu.dic Logtc and Methodologl
([.ondon, rgOl), pp. 3-ti, to a rcl-utation of A. Schwartz'contention that the rabbinic argument nl'gnl aalroner is identical with the Aristotelean syllogism. Seeinfra, pp. z5ff.
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of chance convergence of like logical f<rrmulae pcrforming like functions,
it remains self'-evident that the rabbinic struggle to link the fixed point of
sacred text wirh the moving point of current experience through the use

of dcpendable hermeneutical methods was a struggle not performed in a
vacuum. It was carried on in a world in which others were engaged in the
same hermeneutical quest, all within the remarkably international, interdependent environment of the Roman Empire. [r seems highly probable
that the learned rabbinical interpreters of Hebrew Scripture were at least
aware that explicit interpretive methods similar to their own were in use

among those intellectuals of the Greek-speaking world who studied
Homer and the classics in the hope of extrapolating from them lessons for
their own time.
The last historical facror which contributed to the appearance of an
increasingly articulated hermeneutical method among the Tannaim was
the destruction of the Temple in 7o c.r. The destruction of the central
authority of the Jews inevitably was both a crisis and an opportunity. The
crisis lay in the fact that the Torah, universally regarded among theJews
as co-extensive with life, suddenly was threatened with irrelevancy as the
sacrificial cultus and Temple institutions to which Scripture devoted so
much attention came to an abrupt end. However, the rabbis who repaired
to Yavneh seized the opportunity and gave rhe furure shape of Judaism
their own distinctive stamp. They were equal to this task, partly because
they had arrived at preliminary agreement about the authority of Scripture and the validity of the methods by which Scriprure was to be tied to
nerv practices in their own day."After the destruction of the Temple and
the termination of the authoritative Sanhedrin, exegesis became of paramount importance. . . . -fhe limited power of the Nasi and the Bet Din
Hagadol was now supplemented by the unlimited realm of exegesis."2l
Before concluding this discussion of the morivating factors which
touch rabbinic hermeneutic in its formative phases, a brief examination of
the hermeneutical significance of a pair of rabbinic literary genres is
necessary, namely, mishnah and midrash.
Definitions are hardly necessary. The question confronting us here is
this: are the hermeneutical functions of mishnah and midrash aufond the
same, if one's perspective is broad enough? This issue hinges on the
degree of consciousness about the hermeneutical dimension that is present in mishnah. The Mishnah proper is a compilation of halakhic decisions organized topically mostly without reference to Scripture. Even traditional commentators have recognized that many <lf the halakhot of the
Mishnah arose independently of Scripture, as decisions made by the rec(: r) Guttmann, op. cit., p. 75.
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ognized authorities were adclpted to facilitate the continued adaptation of
the cornmu.ity ro new conditions. 22 However, the possibility of ultimate
rootage in biblical language and thoughr even of the totally independent
halakhot remains. Often this discussion devolves upon the issue of chronological priority. Which came firsr, the scriptural derivation (midrash) or
the legal decision (mishnah)? If one used the pref'ex "re-" the way S.K.
Mirsky does in his remark about "the renewed acriviry in reattaching
halakhot to the written 'forah ar rhe time of Hillel . . ."23 one implies that

the relationship of mishnah to scripture was originally explicit and that
that direcl relationship is recoverable. If midrash precedes mishnah in
this rvay, then the latter can be described as from the beginning an application of the meaning of Scripture to new human circumstances.2a
The lack of'evidence which faces rhose who argue the chronological
priority of midrash over mishnah has tipped rhe recent scholarly consensus if not toward the prioriry of mishnah, ar least toward the independent
development of midrash and mishnah during the same time period. 25
[,ven when this view is taken, however, it still seems quite evident that the
zeal of generations of rabbis subsequent to those who first issued the

halakhot to create viable links with Scripture through the use of
hernreneutical methods reveals an ideological commitment at work:
rnishnah, tclo, is implicitly an effort to prolong the legal discourse of the
Torzrh within the Palestinian Jewish community of the first two cenruries
of the common era. Mishnah is not to be seen in conflict with Scripture,
(g.r) Z.FI. Chaies, for example, divicled the halakhot into six categories: r) interpretatiorts traccable to Sinai and supported by biblical texts; z) halakhot of Sinaitic origin which
have no basis in Scripture; 3) rulings which the rabbis inferred through the ordinarily
adopted methods of exegesis; 4) halakhot based on ordinary human reasoning; 5) legal rulings derived liom post-Ntosaic sources; 6) halakhot that bear no relationship to the aforenrerrtiorrcd (gezerol and taqqanot). Cf. the introduction by Jacob Schachter to the second editiorr o[ Chajes' The Student's Guille Through the Talmudz (Ncw York, r96o), p. xxv.
(:rr) S.K. lvfirsky, "Schools of Hillel, R. Ishrnael, and R. Akiba in Pentateuchal
Interpretati<rrr," in HJ. Zimmels, et al., ed.s., Essay Presented to Chief Rabbi Israel Brodie
(Lon<lorr, r967), p. 295.
(:4) A classic debate on this subject pittcd J.Z. Lauterbach (midrash precedes mishnah
cf. his "Midrash and Mishnah" I r g r 5,], reprinted in his Ra66nic Essays [Cincinnati, r 95 r],
-pp. rti3-:156) against S. Zeitlin (mishnah precedes or at least develops concurrently with
rni<lrash
cf. especially his "The llalaka: Introduction to Tannaitic Jurisprudence," JQR
.aq

-

Ir948/49], pp. r-4o).

rr) .f acob Neusne r speaks more force fully than most, but clearly represents the position
rvhe n he writes, "'I'he authorities ol ll{ishnah-Tosefta do not derive their laws from Scripturcs. On occasion they do twist Scriptures to make them fit preconceived conclusions.'fhe
implicit qucstion of the exegedcal compilations on the law is, 'How do we know X from the
'Iorah,' with X the given law or belief, and the problem being tojustify it from Scripture, not
to llntl out what Scripture teaches abrout that subject. If we started with Scripture and asked
(
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but rather as the aurhentic companion to a'd fuller statemenr of scripture: such is the meaning of Sifra on Lev. z6:46 when it places both written and "oral" Torah on exactly the same basis of authority, as revealed
"to Moses from Sinai."

THt Pnexrs oF HERMENEUTTcs

AMoNG THE TANNATM

we turn now to an examination of the system of hermeneutics which the
factors discussed in the previous paragraphs did in fact call forth in rabbinic Judaism.
At Ieast some of the seven hermeneutical principles attributed to Hillel
were ancient already by his day. Traditional commentators naturally
defend the attribution to Hillel, but even they have a way of recognizing
the greater antiquity and ubiquity of the mosr common of tt.e rnidd,ot.
since they take the position that all of the orar rorah was revealed to
Moses on Sinai, they are obliged to argue that the middot, too, were given
to Moses, because these rules are mentioned in the midrashic texts which
preserve the oral rorah.26 The assumption which will be operarive here
is that the seven middot were original neither with Moses nor with Hillel,
but evolved through a long process of interpretation of Scripture. Much
the same can be assumed about the middot attributed to R. Ishmael and R.
Akiba. Hillel came to be regarded as the foremost of the early practitioners of the hermeneutics in the development of halakhah; R. Ishmael and
R. Akiba came ro be regarded as rhe principar eraborators of the method
among the Tannaim. whether they actually arriculared any or all of the
midd'ot in these lists cannot be known, though the sources suggest that the
Iink between these rabbinical figures and the lists of hermeneutical
devices which bear their names was made quite early. Therefore, it
remains convenient to treat themiddot in three blocks, even though it may
be possible to show an independent origin and development
in some
cases even outside of the lirerature of the rabbis
for each-and every
mi.ddah. The lists can be regarded as traditional -collections of existing
methods of interpretation, each of which was secondarily attributed as a
what it taught, we should never, neL)er discover even rhe simplest datum of rabbinic law.
when we start with the answer
the rabbinic law
and ask how scripture can be made to
justify that law, the answers are -anything but perspicuous.
That the auihorities of MishnahTosefta understood these facts full well seems strongly implied by their mythic view of Two
Torahs, one writren, the other oral." ,4 History of the Mishrnir Ltw of purities, vol. v (Leiden,
r975), p. 238.
(26) The line of argument-is sketched by Chajes, op. cit., pp. zz, zg. lt was already
.
advanced by R. Ishmael himself- See also H.L. Strack,ln iroduttiin'to the f ilinuA and Midrash
(New York, r959), p. c88, nore 6.
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whole to a pr'<lnrincnt interpreter. 'I-hc usual chron<ll<lgical sequence must
in part be a reflection of'the relation ol'thc contents of the lists to one
an()ther: cach <ll'the lattcr tlvo lists incorporatcs the previous one and
cxpands upon it.
\\'hen listcd, as they' traditionally are , as seven or thirteen or thirty-tw()
<listirrct he r-rrreneutical devices, the mitldot appear to be easily distinguishable fr<lm one another and very likely inclividually to give rise to characteristic literary f<rrrnulations. In actual practice, however, the middot often
blur into onc another. Any kind of "form-criticism" is difficult to employ
rvitlr thenr, filr each ntiddah gives rise to a number <lf literary forms, sub-

forrns, and variations. -I'his blurring of the theoretical distinctions in
actual practice nlay takc place in part because the scriptural material
being treatecl is itself of varying formal character and complexity.
H<>rvever, the chief rcason seel-ns to be that most ()f the halakhic niddot
r.rltinrately rest upon the same basis. 'I'hat basis is comparabili\. Whether
corrrparability is established by termin<llogy, juxtaposition, positioning in
a hierarchr' of institutions, or simple syntax, the ultimate f orrn and functi<ln of the c<lnrparison rvill ofien appear quite simil:rr to other conrpari-

sons clservhcre.
\\'ith thcse caveats in mind, thc specific illustration now to be given for
each mifulah should be unclerstood neither :rs exhaustive of all variations

the niddah in question nor as absolutely distinctive frorn possible forrrrulirtions of other mitldot, but simply as a typical example. However, b1'
rrcar)s of the identification of kcy terms an<l fornrulae which seem to typify each ntitldah in operation, together with a brief logical analysis, it is
intentlccl that the several cornponents <lf rabbinic "hermeneut.ics" will bc

<r{'

rendered as distinctly discernible as possible.

,-1.

'l'he Sruen Hermeneutical Rules Attributed to Hillel.

\Vithin the traditional list

<>f

niddot artributed to Hillel,2? the first two

alu'avs have priority'and appear to be the nrost ancient and deeply rooted.
('.rZ) fhctextofthcsevennulilotisprescrvetlin'lbs.Sanh.7:rr;Silra,Weissedition,3a;
Ab<rt tl'R. Natan 37 (L,nglish trarrslation bl Judah Goldin,'fhe Fathers Acconling to Rabbi
I'ri/lrzrn INew Haven, rg55l, p. 154).Bricf analyses of the scvcn niddot arc p;iven b1'Strack,
cit.,pp.93-tt4, with copious rcf'crences to the secondary literature, pp. 285-287; M. Elon,
"lttterprctati<rrt,"inEtclc.Judaica,vol.viii 1r97r),cols. r4zz-:r3.Fullerdiscussionsof each
of thcsc rulcs are given byJ.Z. l.autertrach, "-I'alnrurl Hernrcneutics,"JE, vol. xii (rgoti), pp.
.tt-33: It. \tielziner, Introduttion to the Talmutl2 (Nerv York, rgo;3), Part II, "Legal Hermcneutics<rl'thc'lalrnud,"pp. rr7-r87; l-..!actbs,"Herrneneutics,"inEncyc.Judaica,v<>1.viii
( r97 r), cols.
3(i{i-37:; l\,[. Elon,Harnishpat hc'iuri,voL ii, pp. :r7e3o:r. Cf. also W. Bachcr,Dra
exegelische Tenninobgie dur jtulischen 'l-rulilionslitutttur, Part I, "Die Bibelexegetischc
-l'ernrinologic
der l'annaiten" (l.eipzig, r89g),arl loc., especially,nrD, pp. l()o-lo3; S. Zeitlin,
"Hillcl and thc Hernteneutic Rules," JQR l+ (r96.1/64), pp. r6r-r73.

op.
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Hillel himself is reported to have used rhcm in argumcnt with the Bene
Bathyra (b. Pes. 66a).
r. Qa,l uahomsr (tDtnl )p). This is the principle of inference a minori ad
maius, "from the lesser to the greater." It is based on the assumption that a
rule which applies to somc minor marrer will be all the more applicable to
a comparable matter of major importance. -fhe converse is also assumed:
if a law is applicablc to a rnajor case, ir will certainly apply ro comparable
minor instances. When applied to issues of current experience, this rule
provided a rneans of building possiblc (though not necessary) connections
back to the biblical text; however, it could also be used for simple exegerical purposes to relate one biblical text to another.2s
In the following example, a discussion of the ordinance prohibiting
work on the first and last days of thc Passover festival (Exod. r z: r 6) leads
to this argument:
(r8) M.Elon(Ezc1c.3lzl.,vol.viii,cols. r4zo-r4rz;als<>hisHanishptt!ha'iuri,vol.ii,pp.
:l7o-3o:r) employs the distirtction betwcen "analogical" anti "elucidative" modes of interpretatiotr to orgatrize his discussion oI'the hermcneutical principlcs oIthe rabbis. In the former
categor)' (midruh hanekish) hc includes qal aohomer, gezerah shnaah, and binlan'au: rhese are
<levices "coltcernctl with thc drawing <lf analogous conclusions from one matter to another
with a view to widening the law and solving new problems."'I'he larrer caregory of principles
(midrash harneua'er), in conrrasr, is used simply to explain and elucidate scriptural texts. In
this category Elon gathers the ten remaini:rgmid.d.ot of R. Ishrnael. These two classes of legal
reasoning Elon likens, in essenrial function, at least, respectively to thc categories of
interpretatio analogia andinlerprelatio grammalira of Roman law. Somewhere between "analogical" and "elucidative" rcas<;ning Elon also locates "logical interpretation" (akin to Roman
intnpretalio logrca, whereby scripture can be understood logically and applied ro new cases).
Thismidrash htthiggayn is not representcd arnong the thirteen hermencutical principles, but
it does give risc, ofcourse, to stcreotlped f<rrmulati<>ns and patterns ofdiscourse. Finally,
Elon speaks of "restrictive interpretadon," by vari<.rus means of which the applicability of a
law can be narrowed.
Although Elon's typology is useful, it will not be employed here for two reasons: r) In
actual practice, many middot have the capacity to function in more than one of rhe categories
which he identifies; z) the terms "logical" and "analogical" are misleading, at least in the
contcxt of the Western philosophical and legal tradition.'I'he rabbinic interpretative devices
are not patterns of scientific reasoning by which necessary conclusions are derived from
objectively verifiable pretnises, and in which no presuppositions are involved save the presupposition that arguments structured in the prescribed fbrm will inevitably lead to correct
conclusions. On the contrary, rabbinic hermeneutical principles structure argumenn which
become 'llogical" only when the unspoken presuppositions of the rcligious milieu are
accepted. These include the a priori that Scripture is immutable and utterly authoritative,
because it is the very word <lf God; that that word has direction to give later generations who
live akrng the moving edge of cxperience even when thcir experience goes beyond the
boun<ls ofany explicit address by Scripture; and that, bccause the divine draftsman wastes
nothing antl utters ncither error nor re<lundancy, every feature of the text, every
grammatical form, every doublet, evcry synonynr is significant.
As for the term "analogy," we are better served by resrlicting its usc more rrarrowly than
Elon's usage would suggest. An analogy <.rught ro bc rcgar<led as something more specialized
than sinrple comparison. Although lwqqesh ("analogy"; c[. irrfto,pp. rg&-3o and arnidlah
which must be regarded as one of its sub-types, datar shehu4qa^sh bishle middot, etc. ("Something is conrpared with two things and you attribute to it only the good rluality conrmon to
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From this I know only with respecr to a holiday that you are warned
against the work of your fellow-Jew as you are against your own.
How about the Sabbath? It can be reasoned by using the method of
Kal uahorwr: If on a holiday in regard to which the law is not so
rigorous, you are warned against the work of your fellow-Jew as you
are against your own work, it is but logical to assume that on the Sabbath in regard to which the law is more rigorous, you surely are
warned against the work of your fellow-Jew as you are against your
own work.2e

In this particular example, the Iine of reasoning intrinsic to the simple
qal aahomer requires four steps. r) The given (not a hypothetical
proposition, but a scriptural institution), introducted by Dx;'tD'1, "il'or "if it
is the case that," is the biblical regulation governing the first and seventh
days of the Passover festival. This regulation prohibirs work by anyone in
the community of Israel on these days. z) However (and here t"he darshan
introduces

a premise, which is, of course, subject to falsification), the laws
governing the general category of the :lD Dt!, "holiday" into which the
Passover falls, are lp:r, "not so rigorous . . . the less rigor<lus." 3) If one
then considers the Sabbath (on the unexpressed but obvious ground that
nf9 and flu D'l'are both "species" of a broader genus, "sacred days"), . . .vl
Nt;t l!'t, "it is but logical to assume that" the scriptural prohibition against
the work of a fellow Je w will apply to it as well. Why? 4) Because the laws
governing Sabbath obedience are always 'tDln;l, "the more rigorous."
Therefore , at least whatever is legally true of the "holiday" will be true for
the Sabbath.
th.,-"J R"l.no. z r of the 3zrniddol of R. Eliezer; cf. Strack,op. cit., p.97 and note thereto),
arc true analogical devices, the otherrzddot to which the term has been applied are not- if
by "analogy" we mean a subjecdve, arbitrary, but illuminating impression of the comparability of two events, ideas, expressions,or the like. Athough many of the hermeneutical principles involve comparisons between texts, as their very names indicate, these comparisons are
based on formal, verbal congruities between the texts (i.e., on "objective" criteria) and not
up<rn similarity of content (cf . Elon, Encyc. Jud., col. r4z r, and S. Lieberman, op. cit., p.6r,
whom Elon cites on this point). This even includes gezerahshaaah, which has been called
"Inference by Analogy" (Strack), "Inference from the Analogy of Words" (Elon), and "Anal-

ogy of Expressions" (Mielziner). Although interpretation based upon this sort of
comparison-drawing, which really involves the fortuitous discovery of identical terms or
granrnratical features in disparate texts, often appears highly arbitrary to a reader of today,
the rnethod makes sense ifone accepts the underlying presupposition that the divine draftsman is free to subject the terms of his choice to an infinite number of permutations in a rich
array of legal and linguistic contexts.
(rg) Mekilta de R. Ishmael, tractate Pis[ra ix:48-52 (edition of J.Z l-auterbach
[Philadelphia, rg49], vol. i, pp. 7r-7r; henceforth Mel.). Other notable examples of
Tannaidc usage include MeA. Neziqin iii:3gr5o (vol. iii, pp. z r-zz); M. Avot r:5, Sanh. 6:5,
Sot. 6:9, Mak. 3: r 5, Qal aalomer is the most frequently used of all the herme neutical rules.
For example,it is used 83 times in N{ekilta de R. Shim'on b. Yohai alone!
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Reduced to its most basic form, then, the silr'pleqalual.tomer runsas fol-

if A, the laws governing which are known to be less rigorous,
requires Y, it makes sense that B, the laws governing which are known to
be more rigorous, will require Y.3o
lows:

Louis Jacobs has shown convincingly why this argumenr is not a
Hebrew version of the Aristotelean syllogism, and why it cannot yield the
logically necessary conclusion of the latter.3t A syllogism is structured as
follows: All X is Y. But Z is X; therefore, Z is Y. If the premise of the first
clause is correct, namely, that Y is the genus of the species X; and if the
assertion of sentence two, which subsumes Z under the species X, is also
demonstrably correct, then the conclusion or inference of the last clause is
inescapable. Z must be Y.
In the case of the above-cited qal wa-homer, however, the conclusion
does not follow in the same necessary way because the two institutions
being compared are not of the same species (though they can legitimately
be compared because they belong to the same genus, "sacred days").
Therefore, the comparison must be made in general terms. If the Sabbath
laws are regarded as being in general more severe than the laws governing
holy days, then, when doubt exists about some point of law regarding
Israel's behavior on the Sabbath, at least wharever the law requires for a
holy day will apply to the Sabbath. This can be affirmed because the laws
for holy days are regarded as being irz general less severe than those applicable to the Sabbath. Such a conclusion, though possible, is not necessary,
for logic would permit parricular exceptions to general comparisons of
this sort. But the rabbis considered t"he qalaal.tomer convincing, perhaps in
part because they were prepared to considerpossible arguments as sufficient when the results accorded with what was in fact the halakhah; and
perhaps in part because they assumed.that the institutions which God had
ordained were enshrined in biblical law in such a perfect hierarchical
fashion that the general relations between them admitted of no exceptions. wthin the contexr of such an ideological outlook, the qal aaltorner
(3o) LouisJacobs,Studies inTalmudic Logic and Method,ology,ch. i, "The Aristotelean Syllogism and the Qal aalomn " pp. g-8, identifies a second type of argum enr a minoi d maius
which he calls the "complex" form. In it, the severity of the second term of the argument is
not self-evident, but must be proved by reference to another factor which operates in its case
but not in the case of the first term of rhe argument. Examples may be found in M.B.e. r:5
and Hull. r4a.Jacobs (p. 4) offers the following symbolic analysis of the simple and complex
qal aaltomn arguments (where A is known to be qal and B is lrzer):
"Simple: If A has x then B certainly has x.
Complex: If A, which lacks y, has x then B, which has y, certainly has x."

(gt) Ihitl., arguing against Adolf Schwarz, Dn hermeneutische Slllogismtu in der
talmu.d.ischmLithratur,EinBeitragzurceschichtederLogihimMorgenlande(Yienna, rgor),and
those who have followed hirn.
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could serve the purpose of reconciling biblical texts with one another and
of extrapolating from the fixed point of Scripture to the moving edge of'
community life quite as definitely as could the logically necessary syllogistic inference.
z. Gezerah shaaah (;11!t ;tt'tr). This principle of "inference by comparison" is based on the assumption that the similarity of expression of two
biblical laws implies that they may be interpreted similarly. -l'he rule can
be used to solve very basic lexicographical problems by comparing two
different instances of rare biblical terms (e.g., Sifra on Lev. r: t5). But, it
can also be used much more broadly to solve problems arising from
apparent contradictions within Scripture and to expand and apply the
law. In fact, the use of this rniddahbecame so widespread that certain safeguards regarding its use had to be set down.:]?
A go<rd example of the use of gezerah shaaah comes once again from
Meh. The context is a discussion of the freeing of Hebrew slaves on the
sabbatical year, commanded in the text, "When you buy a Hebrew slave,
he shall serve six years, and in the seventh he shall go out free, for nothing" (Exod. :rr:z). I'he plain meaning of the text is asserted to be that
"Scripture deals with a slave who is an Israelite." The question arises, however: "Perhaps this law is speaking not of Israelite slaves, but of slaves of
Israelites." The questicln is not one of semantics but of syntax. Is the word
"Hebrew" a modifier of the word "slave," as the plain meaning suggests,
or are the two in a construct relationship, i.e., "the slave of a Hebrew"?
The question is not inappropriately raised. It is, after all, a well-known
flact that the law forbids that an Israelite become a slave in the full sense,
for it requires the manumission at the sabbatical year of all "brothers" (fellow Israelitcs) who, because of poverty, have been forced to sell themselves into indentured servitude. (See Deut. r5: rz-r8; Exod. z r:z-r r. In
Lev. r5:39-43 the manumission takes place at the "year of the jubilee.")
f.ven more hangs on the question than this, however. As is noted in the
course of the discussion, if the phrase of Exod. zr:s is read "slaves of
Israelites," then one might think that even a gentile slave purchased from
a Hebrew (: Israelite) would be subject to manumission after six years.
This would not only cause financial hardship to the purchaser of a slave
from a fellow Hebrew but would violate the spirit (though not the letter)
of Lev. z5:44-46 which allows for the ownership in perpetuity of gentile
slaves who have been purchased from gentiles.
A gezerah shaaah comes to the rescue.
(3r) Cf. JE, vol. xii, p. 3z;

Chajes, ay'. cit., pp.9rr6. Mielziner, op. cit., pp. r43-r49,
describes three caregories of use of this device: exegetical; consrructional (provisions given
in one place apply in the other); exorbirant (mostly Amoraic usage, which permits the comparison of two laws even if they have only one word in common).
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Scripture says: "If thy brother, a Hebrew man . . . be sold unto thee"
(Deut. r5: r z). Now, after having said: "Thy brother," rhere seems to
be n<l purpose in saying: "A Hebrew man." Why then does Scripture
say: "A Hebrew man"? Merely to furnish an expression free to'be
used in formulating the followingGezerah shaaah: Here the expression "Hebrew" is used and there the expression "Hebrew" is used.
Just as there when using the expression "Hebrew" Scripture deals
with an Israelite, so also here when using the expression ..Hebrew"

(lit., "Hebrew slave") Scripture deals with an Israelire.s3
when exrracted from this parricular rext, the line of reasoning in the
runs as follows. First, a text other than the lemma which
deals with the starus of "Hebrew" slaves is called to mind. In that text
(Deut. r5: rz), the term "the Hebrew [man]," is set in apposition to..your
brother." The two are thus synonymous and, since ,'you" and ..your
brother" are obviously Israelites, so must "a Hebrew man" be. Now the
middah itself enters, establishing a basis of comparability between rhe rwo
passages because of the presence in both of them of a common term of
fixed meaning. (A presupposition becomes evident here
if a term, in
this case "Hebrew," can be precisely understood in one context,
the precise meaning will be the same in a comparable context. This presupposition can, of course, be challenged.) The argument then proceeds in a basically mechanical way: because the key term "Hebrew" appears in both
passages, the legal conclusion of the one can be extended to the other.
Four steps follow: a) "Here (lN)) the expression 'Hebrew'is used" (i.e., in
Exod. z r:z); b) so also "there" (1);t)) it is used (i.e., in Deut. r5: rz); c) .Just
as there (t);t);ln; when using the expressing'Hebrew' Scripture deals with
an Israelite"; d) the same intention is present when the term is used "here"
(tx:;'
As is evident, the comparative device rides upon a two-fold juxraposition of "here," ]N) , and "there," t);r). The purpose of the comparison is
not to argue about the meaning of the term "Hebrew," but is rather to
clear up any ambiguity about the applicability of the law of Exod. zr:z
which arises because of the double sense of the phrase "Hebrew slave/
slave of a Hebrew." This clarification is achieved by introducing the enrire
statement of the law of the Hebrew slave in Deut. r5:rz through the
formal medium of the common term. The conclusions reached are not

gezerah shaaah

$$ Mek.Neziqini:35-4o(vol.iii,p.4).Orherclealexamplesin'I"annaiticusageinclude

pp.4e4 r), xiii: G-8 (p.97); M. BeTah r:6, Sor. 6:3, Naz.9:5; Tos.
Yom 'Iov r : r 3. A lengthy list of "exegetical" uses <tf gezerah shavah is given by S. Rosenblatt,
The Interpretntion of the Bible in the Mishnah (Baltimore, r g35), pp. z&-zg. A relared trut more
literally "analogical" device is heqqesh, cf . infra, pp. r a8-..1o.

Mefr. Pisha v:93-r o5 (vol. i,
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necessary at all f rom a purely logical point of view since the construct of
I-xocl. :l r ::: r:ould still be inrerprered as "slave of a Hebrew." But the rab-

birric interpreter is satisfied that the term in common between the two
texts signil-res the divine intention that the two be interpreted together. In
the process an additional presupposition is supported as well, namely, the
conviction that rhe divine draftsman would not, and, in the case of Deut.
I6,: l:., did not in fact utter a superfluous word. The word "Hebrew" was
juxtaposed to "your brother" in that verse f<rr the very purpose to which
the halakhah now purs it

to make clear for Exod.

2 r : 2 as

well the precise

- the Hebrew slave.
applicability of the law of
'I'his exanrple of agezerah shaaah
argument demonstrates the exegetical
function of the device, for it solves a problem arisng from an apparent
inconsistency in Scripture. But it also moves toward the broader
herrneneutical task of providing support for the ideology of the coherence of biblical law, and even clarifies the parameters of the applicability
of that law to more conremporary social practice. The example given
here, of course, represents only one formulation arising from the use of
the niddah. Numerous variations of this same patr.ern, some amounting ro
sub-types, can be found.
Moving norv into the balance of the list of seven hermeneutical rules
attributed to Hillel, we examine those which are not as common nor as
closely identified by tradition with Hillel himself.
3. Binlan'au mihatuu'eltad (lnx ttnlD fR l'lf).
4. Binyan'au mishene ketuaim (E':tn) 'lt D fN pl:).
I rr the list of middot attributed to Hillel, these are treated as rwo separate
prirrciples, but (in rhis case following the tradition of the ry midd.ot) they
will here be reated as one. Binyan "au is another device for establishing
comparability between laws. It is based on the assumprion that the presence of a similar obligation in several laws of the Torah must derive from a
factor which all share in common, and that cases other than that specified
by the rext itself may be decided similarly, provided that they share that
cornmor) factor. By using thismiddah, the rabbis were able to regard as
merely illustrative the specific application of a legal principle reported in
Scripture. 'lhis gave them the freedom widely to apply the principle ro rhe
problems of their own age, and thus they "prolonged the discourse" of
Scripture.
'fhe following example of a Tannaitic application of binyan
'au is part
of a discussion of the text, "Every first-born of man among your sons you
shall redeent" (Exod. r3:r3). Earlier commenrs rry to prove that a son
whose father has not redeemed him should redeem himself. The argu-
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ment involves comparison of this duty with <lther duties which have
already been mentioncd in the larger passage of which this text is a part,

namely circumcision (Exod. rz:48) and teaching (r3:8, r4-r5). The
discussion of these three commandments reveals how much they differin
fundamental importance. Compared to the father's duty to teach his son

Torah, which is the premier command of the law, and the duty to
circumcise, neglect of which is a capital offense, the command to redeem
the first-born is of tertiary significance. Yet the three have a basis of comparability which permits the following argument:
. . . Let me establish a general rule on the basis of what is common to
all these three instances: The peculiar aspect of the duty of circumcision is not like the peculiar aspecr o{'the duty of study, and the peculiar aspect of the duty of study is not like the peculiar aspecr of the
duty of circumcision. Neither have both of them the same peculiar
aspect as the duty of redemption, nor has the duty of redernption
the peculiar aspect of either. What is common to all three of them is
that each is a religious duty affecting the son which should be performed by the father. And if the father does not perform it, the son
himself must do it. So also any religious duty affecting the son which
should be performed by the father must be performed by the son

himself

if the father

fails to do

it.3a

As employed in this text, the argument'of binyan 'ou runs as follows. r)
Having examined a series of biblical legal injunctions, the interpreter
seeks to deduce a "general rule" (:x lrtf) which is "common to all three
instances" (lnulu, ltlD). z) Afier ruling our rhe "peculiar aspecr" of each
injunction (and thus showing that no simple analogy between the three
commandments exists and that any generalization between the three cannot assume such an analogy), 3) "what is common to all three of them"
(1;1fu i11u;1 ll;t: lit. "the aspect that is comparable among them") is established: "each is a religious duty affecting the son which should be performed by the father." 4) At this point the interpreter makes the
hermeneutical move, a move which is neither logically necessary nor convincing unless one accepts the presuppositions that the divine intention
revealed in the Torah is one and unvarying; that ancillary considerations
which hold true for one commandment therefore hold true for comparable ones; and that the divine draftsman has here located three command-

gg

Meh.Pislra xviii: r<l4-rro (vol. i, pp. r65-r66). Other Tannaitic examples which
may be cited includeMe[. Neziqin ix:43-5e (vol. iii, pp.7z-73), M. Mak. r:3, Zeb.9:r. In
M.B.Q. l : r the device is used to generalize in a similar manner from as many as four separate
scriptural provisions.
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ments in the same context precisely in order to permit companson among

them and deduction from that comparison. Generalizing from a corollary
already affirmed elsewhere in the case of the commatrdment that the
father teach his son Torah, the darshan deduces a second "comparable
do
aspect": "And if the father does not perform it, the son himself must
.,general
comthe
componentof
explicit
rule," which is not an
it.; 5) This
..redenrption" but has now by comparison and deduction
mandment of
unibeen shown to be implicit in it, is finally set forward as a principle of
.
which
versal application: so also an1 (): lx) religious duty affecting the son
should be performed by the father, etc' ' ' '"
In this example, binytan 'ou has been pressed into the dual service of
clarifying the precise intention of a biblical law (by collocation with two
by
othe rs) *trit. ut the same time "prolonging the discourse of Scripture"
to
applicable
but
Scripture
on
articulating a general legal principle based
the
out'
points
.rew situati,ons affecting f.th.tt and sons' As Louis Jacobs
device was in fact ofren used by the rabbis to provide scriptural support
for already acc€pted halakhah reflecting the practice of later generations.3s

b. Kelal ufnat ufera! ukhektl ()):t uror DrDr ))))
iwo variations of the same principle are in this case treated

as one

that
middahin the traditional list artributed to Hillel. The principle here is
"particular
do
as
another'
one
limit
"general and particular" stipulations
stateJrrd g.rr..ul" stipulations. Iiis based on the premise that if a general
of
application
meni of law is followed immediately by specifics, further
will
the law will be governed by the terms of those specifics' The opposite
applications
also be true.'fhis rule obviously could have special exegetical
be used by
fact
in
could
it
However,
of biblical texts.

in the elucidation

implicaexpositors to make hermeneutical moves which had significant
the
limiting
as
tions for the practices and laws of their own times, such
scope of applicability of sweeping biblical legal maxims'
The text
furn. on iagain provides a good example of this rule in action.
Moses
to
said
Lord
the
"And
under consideration, Exod. t2:43, states,
.This is the ordinance of the passover: there shall no alien eat
and Aaron,
thereof."' The Tannairic commentator applie s the middah very directly:

..Thisistheordinanceofthepassover,''isageneralstatement.
..Thereshallnoalieneatthereof,''isaparticularStatement'Whena
(35)L.Jacobs,Slu]iesinTotmuditLogtc,p.13.lnhisdiscussionofbinlan'au(asinhis
air.JJri.,n if qoloo4o*ncitedearlier,cf 'supra,pp'25-7)'JacobsseeksrodisprovetheconAristotelean l<-rgic and is a
tendon of Schwarz and others rhat this niddah'ii influenced by

formofargumentbyanalogycalled..SpecieslnductionReference''or..Genuslnduction
Reference" (P' 9).
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general statement is followed by a particular,
more than is contained in the particular.36

it

r2r

does not include

As employed in this text, the argument of helalufera! runs as follows. r)

A sentence of Scripture is identified

as

the "general statement"

iff:).

z1

An ensuing clause of scriptural law is then identified as a "particular" (DrD)
or qualifier of the general statement. 3) Now the hermeneutical move is
made, with the invocation of the principle of the rziddah.To one who asks
about the application of biblical Passover legislation, the answer is given:
faced with a general statement and a particular statement in that order in
Scripture, one must choose the second. There is no question of widening
the specific to the entire class indicated by the general; rather, the specific
is determinative. "When a general statement is followed by a particular, it

does not include more than is contained
u']Df[,

in the particular" (5)::

1'x

;10 R)N).37

In the example given here, generated by a series of clauses which are
syntactically connected but contain different information, the middah
does more than simply supply a general statement with exemplars. It
serves to create a putatively correct understanding of the proper relationship of a general statement and its exception of specification. The effect is
to give specificity to the matter introduced by the hnlal.
A second example will illustrate the use of the obverse of the rule,
namely,pera! uhhel.al. The text under consideration, Exod. zz:g (v. ro in
English), is one of the regulations of the Book of the Covenantconcerning
property damages and losses. It says that "if a man delivers to his neighbor
an ass or an ox or a sheep or any beast to keep, and it dies or is hurt or is
driven away . . .," the neighbor is not liable if he can testify under oath that
he did not misappropriate the property. The commentator notes the
presence in this text of a list of particulars ("an ass or an ox or a sheep")
followed by a general category ("or any beast"). Why is "any beast (or: all
beasts)" mentioned when a list of beasts has already been given?

if it had read only: "All beasts," I might have understood
that the keeper is liable only if all beasts had been put into his care.
Because

Therefore it says: "An ass, or an ox, or a sheep," to declare him liable
for each one by itself. And what does Scripture mean to teach by saygB) Mek. Pis[ra xv: 7-8 (vol. i, p. r r7). Other clear examples of Tannaitic usage of ielal
ufna! are found in Sifre to Num. 5:r5,6:r5, rg:z; Sifra to Lev. 18:6.
(37) Theprincipleoflelalufna!ufna!uhlwlaJinthelistofsevenrulesattributedtoHillel
undergoes considerable development and expansion into eight distinctmidd.ot in the list of
thirteen principles of R. Ishmael. The particular formulation of the rule given here is that of
the fourth rule of R. Ishmael, the first of the eight variations.

!r'. slllt.t:Y 't ()wNt.R
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ing: "All beasts?" It rnerely comes to teach you that a general statcment which is added to a specific statement includes everything.3s
'f'he assertion that every "general staternent which is added to a specific
sraremenr includes everyrhing" ()):: ):;t D'lD;r )v I'olD Nl;]?, )):n ):; clearly
invokes the argument from the particular instance(s) to the general statement. In this case, the biblical phrases at issue do not have the character of
a general statement qualified by exceptions and specifications, but rather
the character of a list followed by its heading. The real purpose of this use
of perat uhhelal appears not to be to extend the discourse of Scripture t<r
new halakhic circumstances, but rather to ward off the false conclusion
that the phrase "all beasts" is redundant. The interpreter undertakes to
show that every component of the list, whether perat or helal, has an individual function separable from the components with which it is listed. By
judicious use of the mi ddah the perfect consistency of the divine draftsman
can be disclosed to the satisfaction of the rabbinic darshan, and the
dependably correct assessment of the function of each component of the

text can be made.3e

6. Kayo5e' bo mimaqorn'aiar ('rnx D'IPDD lf Nvl)).
'l"his rule might literally be translated "like that which passes with it (in
the sarne class) in another place" (following Jastrow). It is based on the
ver)' natural and proper assumption that an exegetical problem which
arises with a text may legitimately be clarified by comparison with another
text affected by the same question but which has received adequate exegetical explanation .-fhismiddah see ms to be less fixed in the traditional list
of seven than the others. This is the only one of therziddot of Hillel which is
not incorporated into the traditional list of r3 rules of R. Ishmael;
furthermore, apart from its mention in the three complete texts of the
seven middor, the full title by which it is formally known is rarely if ever
given in the Tannaitic texts. Nevertheless, the principle to which this
mid.tlah points is commonly employed by the Tannaim for exegetical
purposes, frequently with the variant formula 'lDlN ilnN (1f1f) 1l Rtl').40
(138) MeA. Neziqin xvi: 5-r r (vol. iii, p. r z r). The formulation here is that o{'the fifth rule
of R. Ishmacl, which is the second of the eight variations of thc principle ol kelal ufnat which
are included in that list.
(39) Deducrions can also be rnade according to the principl e of kelal uferat uhhelnl. ln
such cases the particular is hekl to linrit the gencral statements on either side ofit, so that the
law applies <rnly to that which is similar to theperat. Such a principle would appear to be
cornparable to the Common law eiu.sdem genaris rule of statutory interpretation. Cf.
l-auterbach in JE, vol. xii, p. 33.
(4o) In its application to an exegetical problem this rule can give rise to an entire list of
analogous insrances. For a table o[ ten types of exegetical lists occurring in Tannaitic
literature, see W. Sibley 'fowner, The Robbinic "Enumeration," op. cit., p. 255.
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A good example of this principle at work can be seen in Meh.The context is a discussion of the commandment of Exod. r 3: r-2, "Consecrate to
me all the first-born; whatever is the first to open the womb . . . is mine." A
question is raised about Deut.. rb:rg, which in the light of Exod. r3:e
appears to be redundant in commanding, "All the firstling males that are
born of your herd and flock you shall consecrate to the Lord your God.
. . ." Does this repetition mean that the first-born is not consecrated unless
one deliberately consecrates it? If so, how can the Exod. r3:z phrase, "[it]
is mine," be accounted for? The answer: the Deut. statement is given, not
because God depends upon your act of consecrarion to know what is rightfully his, but rather so that you may receive a reward for doing it. The
expositor then uses the sixth rule to clear up a number of other apparent
inconsistencies and redundancies in Scripture along the same lines of

interpretation:

In like manner you interpret: "And the priest shall kindle wood on
it," etc. (Lev. 6:5). Why has this been commanded? Has it nor been
said: "And Lebanon is not sufficient fuel" (Isa. 4o: r6)? What then is
the purport of the commandment: "And the priest shall kindle
wood on it"? Merely to enable you to receive reward for fulfilling it.
In like manner you interpret. . . .4r
The structure of the application of kay;e' bo tnimaqorn'afer proves in
this example to be quite simple. r) The formula of the middah is given at
the very outset, serving notice that the ensuing bit of scriptural interpretation is to follow the same pattern as that which hasjusr gone before. z) The
problematical text is then introduced. In Lev. 6:5 the priest is commanded to "kindle wood" on the altar for the burnt offering, and the fire
is to be kept burning continually. Bur why should God require this? Is not
his transcendent power so great that, should he really demand his due,
"Lebanon would not suffice for fuel, nor are its beasts enough fbr a burnt
offering" (Isa. 4o: r6)? The suspicion at least of a redundancy, if nor an
inconsistency, in Scripture is raised. q) The solution is, however, already
at hand having been attained in the comparable case of Deut. r 5: r9. That
solution, that you are to obey the command to maintain a fire on the altar
of burnt offering "merely to enable you to receive reward for fulfilling it,"
is by n<l means self-evident from the text itself. However, given the presuppositions that Scripture is never redundant, and that every instruction
placed in the Torah by the divine draftsman has its independent signifi(4r) Meh. Pisha xvi: 38-4 r (vol. i, p. r3 r). The fonnula t: xrl'f occurs ar least r 5 times in
Meh.,ofren in lists which repeat it several times. It is used in both halakhic and haggadic
contexts. See also M.R.H. 3:8, Sifre to Num. 6: r3.
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cance even though other teachings may appear to render the instruction
needless, the solution becomes acceptable if not necessary. That solution

can be transf'erred from one textual situation to another by using this
middah, when the necessary conf;ruency exists.
7. Dauar halamed me'inyano (t:t:"D lD)n "lf'r).42
This final rule of Hillel establishes that "a marrer [is to be] explained
from its context." It is based on the observation that further clarification
of the meaning of a word or phrase of Scripture, whether obscure or selfevident, can be discovered through analysis of the modifiers or predicates
attached to it, and through attention to the literary structure or larger
narrative environment in which it stands. The rule is primarily exegetical
in function, although its hermeneutical effect can have ramifications for
contemporary legal practice, as is illustrated in the example which follows.
In this example, the very simple observation has been made that the
Eighth Commandment, "Thou shalt not steal," has no object. What kind

of theft is prohibited

here?

Our l{abbis taught: Thoushaltnotsteal (Ex<td. zo: r3). Scripture refers
to the stealing of human beings. You say Scripture refers to the stealing of human beings, but perhaps it is not so, the theft of properry
I will tell you: Go forth and learn from
flit., 'nroney'] being meant?
the r3 principles whereby the Torah is interpreted, [one of which is
that] a law is interpreted by its general context: of what does the text
speak? of [crimes involving) capital punishment; hence this too
refers [to a crime involving] capital punishment.a3

'Ihe argument of the

middah proves to be very simple. r) The
hermeneutical principle is stated at the outset. The question as to the precise meaning of "steal" in E,xod. so: r3 can be answered from its context
because "a law is interpreted by its general context" (t:':'un:n);r tfl). 2) So,
"of what does the larger text speak" (11'Ib t]n)il ln:)? The prohibitions
against killing and adultery which precede the commandment are known
from other biblical legislation to carry the penalty of death. Therefore the
larger text speaks "of [crimes involving] capital punishrnent." 3) Accordirrg to the logic of the seventh middah: "hence this too (lNl lN) refers [to a
crime involvingl capital punishment." Since kidnapping is the only kind
(4:.) SothetextinARN3T. Inthelistsofthe13mi.ddot,thisruleisstatedmorefully:r:r
uron tnh r:tt t:':'ya ra);r ("A matter explained from its context and a matter explained from
irs cnding"). The second clenrent provides for the explanation of a biblical passage from
further discussion of aspects of its content later in the passage.
(43) b. San. 86a. A truncated version of this same tradition is found in Mal. Bahodesh
viii:5 r-65, (vol. ii, pp. :r6o-:16 r), where an additional effort is made to show thar the apparently redundant "Ye shall not steal" in Lev. rg: r r refers to the theft of money. For other
l-annaitic examples see Sifra, lntro<luction zb; Sifre to Num. 7: r.
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of thelt for which the penalty

is death (Exod. z r : r 6), the precise meaning
of "Th<lu shalt not steal" must therefore be "'Ihou shalt rrot steal a man."44
Concern that the result of the argument may in fact be totally contrary to
the intention of the original framer of the Decalogue yields to the values
of exegctical clarity and the internal consisrency with which the divine
draftsman has set clown the laws of the Torah. The confidence that this
consistency is real made possible the formulati<ln of the seventh middnh to
begin with. Now here, in quite a circular but effective way, the application
of themiddai is made in such a way as to allow Scripture to demonstrate its
internal consistency!

B.

The Thirteen Hermeneutical Rules Attributed to R. Ishmael.

'fhe traditior-ral list of mi.ddot attributed to R. Ishrnael is expanded over
the list attributed to Hillel principally ar rwo points.as The fifth rule of
Hillel ()):t etDt DtDt )):) is sub-divided inro three rules (.)):t DrD .elDt ))l
))>t urot )):): five additional modifications of the same principle, general
related to particular, are then added.aG One completely new rule is added
a r3th. With other minor variations accounted for, the two lists com-

as

pare as follows:

Hillel

Ishmael

r. lDln'l bi2
2. itltrt ;'t']'ll
3. 'InN f'ln)D fN l':l

\

4. E'flnf t:!tD fN ltl: /
5. )):r e'ril urDr )b)
6. tnN Dti2DD'lf Nrrr)

l.
2.
3.
4- r

Same
Same

Both are treated as one rule.
and modifications of Hillel No. b.
(Omitted. Function assumed under
nos.2and3above.)

r Amplifications

(44) A critical observcr might point out that the "contexr" at work in this instance has
been selectively chosen, and that the commandment which ensues in the Bible itself (..Thou
shalt not bear false witness against your neighbor") has not been used to help provide..context." Why not? It might havc been chosen as another illustration of a capital crime, if 'ad
understood as'edim. zomemim (cf. Deut. rg: r8-rg). one can only ionclude that the
two-word apodictic..ifonz of the commandments of Exod. zo: r3 and r4 contributes to the

shaqer is

contextualjudgment along with the fact that they are both capiral crirnes. See the discussion

of contemporary use of considerations of form to make precise the meaning of the Eighth

corrrnrandment in Bernard s.Jackson,Essals inJeukh arul comparatiue LegalHislory (Leiden,
r975), pp. 2o7-2o9, and especially nore 2 r.
(45) The text of the thirteen milldot is preserved in the so-called "Baraita d'R. Ishmael,"
printed as the introductory chapter of sifra. It is also. given in summary form in
Jewish
prayerbooks as part of the preliminaries to the morning service (n'rnu n)on) for Sabbaths
and weekdays. For recent discussion in secondary sources, cf. supra, note 27.
(46) For a derailed discussi.n of these rules, see Mielziner, op. cit., pp. r63-r73; also
supra, note 27.
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Sarne, with addition
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R. lshmael" came in time to be the most authoritative statcment of
nrethod fbr rabbinic interpretation.
only the last of these rules is completely nerv, special attention will here be given to it alone.
r

?.

as

Shene hetuvint

hamahhhishin zeh'et zeh "ad

uw\ahhria' benehem (yt'])'l 'u!)ur;'l
B;1':!l).
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of the principle of "reconciliation

between texts" stands forth clearly. r) Each verse is given at the outset in

As in the case of Hillel's ntiddot, it is impossible to assert categorically
that R. Ishrnael orginatcd any of these niddot, or even assembled the present list. The hermeneutical principle actually nlost commonly associated
u'ith his name is none of the above, but is instead a broad guideline which
rvas taken seriously by subsequent generations of interprcters in all
schools: nlN ':f np') itln ;rtf't ("-I'he 'forah speaks in the [ordinaryl language of people").{7 Nevertheless, evcn early traditions know of a traditiorral list of'thirteen niddot (e.g., the passage from b. Sanh. 86a cited
above); so lve may assurle that a list of r 3, clevelclped out of au even earlier
list of'7 rules, and generally like the list which we now possess, was known
in 'fannaitic times. Certain it is that the "Tl-rirteen Hermeneutical Rules of

Inasmuch

I{ERtttE.N

In this

of of second

clause: 1D1OD'ID)il''ll'l

13. DrUtn)D;'l Dtflnf !lll,
(see below) 'l)'l ilI

[zzl

yavo' hahatua hashelishi

nN ;lt Erurn)D;l

Ellflnf

':u

Accorclinq to this device f<rr recotrciling conflicting passages, "two
texts[may] contradict one another until a third text comes and harmonizes therr-r." The logic of the example which follows is largely self-evident,
and hinges on a distinction benveen lNv, "flock" (of sheep), and lp:,
"her<l" (of cattle).
R. Akiba says: "C)tre scriptural passage says: 'And thou shalt sacrifice

thc passover-offering unto the Lord thy God, of the flock and of the
herd' (Deut. r6:a), and another scriptural passage says: 'from the
sheep or from the goats shall yet take it' (Exod. r r:5). How can both
these verses be maintained? You must say: This is a rule about the

interpretatiort of the Torah: 'I'wo passages opposing one another
and conflicting with one another stand as they are, until a third
passage comes and decides between thern. Now, the passage: 'Draw
out and take you lan'rbs according to your families, and kill the passover larnb' (Exod. rz:r r) decides in this case, declaring that from the
flock only and not from the herd may the passover sacrifice come.{8
{47) Sifre to Num. r5:3r; b. I}er. 3rb, Ned. 3a.
(48) rlfc&. Pisha iv:4r-4o (vol. i, p. 3r). Other Tannaitic examples include Mefr. Pisha
viii:q.1*,17 = xvii:5t>-5r (cf. lr{en. 66a), Bahodesh ix: rzg-r34; Sifre to Num. 7:89; Sifi'a to

order to make visible the apparent discrepancy between them. z) The
question to which this middah addresses itself is then stated: "How can
both these verses be maintained." (t));t D'lln) rlur tb*lrnr lrt))? 3) Next, the
text of the middah is given, followed by the introduction of the decisive
third text which decides the case. The relevancy of the third text may be
apparent on lexical grounds or by virtue of the similarity of its context to
the other two passages. It is not really a tie-breaker, for it is thought neither to defeat nor to falsify either of the previous two texts. In fact, in this
rather remarkable instance, the da,rshan even recognizes that the texts are
using slightly different data and are thus making partially antithetical
statements. However, beginning with the presuppositions that Scripture
is its own best interpreter, that discrepancies in the text are more apparent
than real, and that the divine draftsman will make available elsewhere in
the 'forah the words and sentences necessary to settle the issue between
the texts in question, he proceeds in the confidence that all three texts,
properly understood, can be reconciled to one another. In this particular
example, the phrase of Deut. r6:2, "and the herd," is simply dropped.
'Ihe "flock" and not the "herd" is the normative category. Thus is the reconciliation achieved, though with the tacit admission that a phrase of
Scripture is not functional. Srill, as R. Ishmael taught, "The Torah speaks
in the ordinary language of people," and the people, of course, roasted
lamb and not veal on Passover. It is better that a word of Scripture should
fall into disuse on the evidence of other Scripture than that the discourse
of Scripture with later generations should be interrupted.

C.

The Thirty-Tuo Hermeneutical Principles of R. Fliezer b. Yose Hagelili.

The list of thirty-two middot attributed to this Tanna of the third generation is mentioned neither in the Tannaitic corpus nor in the Talmud
itself
though R. Eliezer and his interpretive activity are identified with
haggadah (Hul. 89a).ae In fact, this collection of middot is itself
traditionally identified with haggadah, and some of the more playful
rules enumerated in it (e.g., parable, pun, gematria, notarikon) are found
largely in haggadic contexts. F'or this reason, further discussion of this list
Iies outside the scope of this article, although several of the individual
Lev. r 6: r ; and the two examples given at the conclusion of the "Baraita d'R. Ishmael." C[.
Bacher, op. cit., pp.86-87.
(4g) A text of the 3z rules is now printed in B'f after Berakhot, but more fully in H.G.
Enelow, ed.,The Mishnah of R. Eliezer (Ncw York, r 933). For a brie f discussion of each rule
and older bibliography, see H.L. Strack, oy'. cdt., pp. 9518'
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middot are drawn frorn the lists of seven and thirteen and have already
been treatecl.s0 Let it be said, however, that no hard fast line separates the
hermeneulics of haggadah from that of halakhah. 'fhe nrajority of the
rnethods are employed in both, and the basic issue of henneneulic con-

fi'onts the two genres in exactly the same w:ry.

D.

Other HermeneuticaL Methods of the Tannctim.

Although the traditional lists of seven and thirteen hermeneutical
principles embody what may be regarded as the "normative" rabbinic
herrneneutics, the sources both mention and display a great many other
devices both simple and complex, which were employed to "prolong the
rliscourse" of Scripture to later generations. One group of these methods
is iclentified initially rvith R. Nalrum of Gimzo, but ultimately with his
pupil, R. Akiba. -I'he latter is pictured as engaged in methodological controversy with his contemporary of the second generation, R. Ishmael, precisely over the question of the interpretation of Scripture. f'hese nlethods
give substance to the Akiban principle of scriptural interpretation,
namely, that the language of Torah cliffers frorn human language in that
all the apparent redundancies, superfluities, or pleonasms are in reality
clues to deeper meaning.sr Quite naturally, the devices are exegetical, and
concentrate on features of grammar and textual structure; however,
these too rnay have great value in making applications of scriptural law to
contenrporary life. The most notcd among them are: (r) ribbui ('ll:),
"extension" (Eliez. nos. l,3), wherein the presence of a certain particle
such as ): ,ttx ,nN ,ol or a double wclrd, infinitive absolute, or other
grarnnatical feature was held to indicate that a supplementary teaching
fr<>rrr tradition should be introcluced at that point; (z)mi'ut (uly'D), "limitation" (Eliez. nos. ?,4), rvherein the obverse was held to be the case, in the
presence of such particles as lN ,lD ,P\i g) semuhhim (E'llDo), 'Juxtaposition"
(an analogical principle related to itlu, irittl), which held that a passage
(5<r) !i.g.,gclvahomermeforuh,Eliez.no.q,,includesgalr.,ahoner,Hillelandlshntaelno.r,
arr<l vice versa; gezerah shauah,Lliez. no. 7, rhe second milldah of Hillel and Ishmael; bdnloz
'aa, l-liez.n<r. 8, cf. Hillel nos. 3-4, Ishnrael no.3;shene hetuvimhanakhhishfin, c[. Ishmael no.
r3. Irr addition, [,liez. rules r lnd ,j, are both fbrms <tf ibbui, "exrension," while nos. z and 4
are both fornts ofmi"ur, "linritation." -I-hese latter rules have considerab{c play in halakhic
texts and are tliscussed in paragraph I) below.
(rrr) CI'. Lieberman, Hellen*il, pp.95-96.Gurtmann, op. cit.,pp. zz&-zrg, has some
felicitous renrarks on the subject ofthe exegetical method ofr\kiba: "Most potent and consequcntial is Akiba's rule that every seemingly'superfluous' text element of the Torah, such as

nN...hasaspecificmcaning....Asarcsult,Akibabecametheforemostchampionof
ri.regesir,while othe r scholars tricd to stay (sonrewhat) closer to the actual mcaning of the text,
as did R. Yishmael who maintained Drx':: ns): nrn ilr:r. . . . Frorn the scientific point of view
Ishrnael was right, but Akiba's grint of view rvas nrore useful and mostly prevailed."
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might be explained with reference to neighboring passages (cf. Sifre to
Num. r3r).
One principle of interpretation employed exrensively by both Tannaitic schools is a true analogical device. This rule, which came to be
known as heqqesh (up';r) "comparison, analogy," is not listed among the
seven midd,ot of Hillel even though ir was reportedly used by him in the
abortive debate with the Bene Bathyra (b. Pes. 66a; cf. y. Pes. g3ar4).
Sometimes called heqqesh hahntua, it starrs from an analogy drawn within
Scripture itself. It is based upon the basically synractical premise that to
both of the compound subjects of a single legal predicate (or compound
objects of the verb or preposition) will be applicable additional halakhic
rules known from elsewhere to adhere to just one of the subjects. In other
words, the syntactical collocation of terms creates an analogy between
them more fundamental than that identified in the immediate context of
the legal sentence. This kind of comparison exceeds the general comparabil ity between le ga I term s established by geze r ah slwa ah, w ith which he qqe sh
is frequently identified.52
The very first chapter of Meh.provides a good example of an argument
based upon the principl e of heqqesh. TIr.e lemma is Exod. r z : r , "And rhe
Lord spoke to Moses and Aaron in the land of Egypt. . . ." The interpreter
wants to know why both of the ancient leaders are mentioned here. The
answer:

By saying here, "unto Moses and Aaron," Scripture teaches that
Aaron was _equal to Moses: just as Moses was a judge over Pharaoh
[cf. Exod. 7: r], so also was Aaron ajudge over Pharaoh: justas Moses
would speak his words fearlessly [cf. Exod. 4: r r-r2], so also would
Aaron speak his words fearlessly.5s
The line of reasoning is very succinct. r) The combined object of the
preposition "unto" in Exod. re:r invites the creation of an analogy:
(5a) Mielziner,op.cit.,pp. l5s-l65,forexample,discusseslregqeslrinanappendixtohis
discussion of gezerah sftauai, though he also acknowledges that it bears some similarity to
semuhhim, "iuxtaposition" (p. rZZ). He contends that the rabbis regarded arguments from
heqqesh asbeingusually more conclusive than th ose fromgezcrahshoaah.Bacher,op.cit.,p.
+5,
remarks, "The term p'Fit (i.e., the verbal form) may also be used for the comparison of two
biblical sentences accomplished on the basis of the deductive rule geznah shauclr." As examples he gives the series of analogies offered in Mel. Bahodesh viii: r3-:8 between the honoring of father and mother and the honor of God. He concludes that in the School of Ishnrael the term o'p;r? can be used to introduce arguments from geztrah shaaah.
$$ Meh. Pisha i: r3-r6 (vol. i, p. z). Among otber Tannaitic uses of the device can be
mentionedMe[. Neziqin viii:67-7:r; M. Shev. r:4, Yev. 3:6, Mak. r:7, Men. 7:6; b. (idd. 35a,
Sanh. 34b, 6ob. In b. Zev . 4gb the question is debated of whether a law which is derived by
heqqesh may be used for deriving another law by heqqesh
orby geznah shauch, qalaahoner,ot
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"Aaron was equal to M<>ses" (iruD) l];lx t 'P;1
better translated "[The
text] compares Aaron to Moses"). z) The congruence
of the two terms of
this analogy having been established, the interpreter then applies to
Aaron predicates elsewhere assigned to Moses. The underlying presuppositi<ln of the consistency of the design <lf the 'forah eliminates, in the
mind of the 'fannaitic interpreter at least, the possibility that the likening
of Nloses to Aaron in Exod. l2: l was given by the Pentateuchal writer for
the purpose of that text only. An analogy drawn here by the divine draftsman establishes a relationship of abiding validity available elsewhere for
exegetical and hermeneutical purposes.
Other interpretive devices f<lund in Tannaitic halakhic contexts and
not already urentioned here include the nrethod of revocalizing a word in

order to convey a difl'erent meaning (otten introduced by the formula
N-lPn )N, "Do not read. . . .");5{ that principle (later restated as the last two
of rhe 3z niddot) which allowed interpreters to telescope biblical materials
frorn widely differing time periods into a single discussion, E'rizlD IR
;l'llnf 'lnlNDl ("I'here is no former or latter in Scripture," i.e., the Torah
cloes not proceed in chronological sequence);55 and the axiom that N'IPD llx
lulUD !'IrD g31t l"Scripture does not transcend its plain meaning"), which
simply warns that the plain meaning of a text must not be forgotten no
matter how ingeniously it may be expounded through the use of various
niddot.56

One rnight go on to list literally hundreds of hermeneutical methods
operative in rabbinic texts. When Malbim (R. Meir Loeb ben Yehiel
Michael, r8og-r88<>) did in fact make such a list in his commenrary on
Sifra,Ayelct hashalrar, he arrived at the figure of 6 r 3! Nlany of these merhods can be identified by stereotyped introductory formulae or typical rhetorical patterns such as have been exhibited above. Others would have to
be placed in broad functional categories such as "logical interpretation"
(54) T'he observation of words written defectively and plene (b. Qid. 3oa), and the rule

of llliqra'vs. I\tasorah(b.Sanh.4a)arecloselyrelatedrothi.o.,..Cf.Chajes,op. cit.,p.zz.

'l'he principle of

seres or hefehh ("interpretation by transposition"), used by the Schoot of R.
Ishmael, als<.r itrvolves such manipulation of the biblical text itsclf. Cf. Daube, T'fte NeuTestonent and. Rabbinic Judaisln (Lieden, 1956), pp. 4r(F4rs.

(Sr) Cf..tIrA.Shiratavii:r-r6.Patte,op.cit.,pp.67-T4hasausefuldiscussionofthisprinciplc under the heading, "The Syntheric View of Scripture and oF Sacled History." Also
Ilacher,op. rit., pp. r67-168; l)aube,Neu'festament,erc., pp.4o&-4ro. Lauterbach,JE, vol.
xii, pp. 3 r-3..: regards it
sition."

as R.

Ishmael's way of contradicting R. Akiba's principle of "juxtapo-

(56) b. Shab. 6qa. Weingreen remarks that this rule and others like it served "as a healthy
deterrentagainsttheover-indulgenceintheluxuryol'Derashinterpretation"(op.cil.,p. r8).
'f he conccpt of peshat, usualll' translated "plain meaning," should be consider-ed prina
ciple oIhernreneutics in its own right, though space dose not permit extensive discussion of
ir here.'l'he terrn itself rnal' not have been used by the Tannaim (cf. Bacher, op. cit., p. r6z,
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and "restrictive interpretation," simply on rhe basis of the tasks which they

in the texts.57 In fact, new identifications of
hermeneutical methods are still being made through analysis of,Tannaitic
midrashic, targumic, and mishnaic texts. "Allegory," for example, is nor
formally listed among the ancientmiddot (though the "parable," Eliez. no.
26, is next-of-kin); yet, Vermes can point out allegorical interpretations of
texts such as that of Lev. r 8 : z r reported in M. Meg. 4 g.58 Jacobs identifies
a pattern characterized by the formula llO'lf,]) I'N ("There is no end to the
matter;" cf. M. Pes. r:2, Yoma r:r). This he describes as reductio ad
absurdum, an argument which disproves another by showing that its conclusion is ridiculous.5s
In short, work remains to be done even yet in discerning the wide variety of devices employed by the Tannaim and their successors to forge the
link between normative Scripture and contemporary experience.Go
actually perform

:

TRNNAI.rTc HERIUENEUTICS AND THE BIBLE

The need to "prolong the discourse" of the Scriptures confronted Israel
even when the Scriptures were still being written. The traditions of the
fathers had to be "re-presented" to the sons and daughters in a way that
would claim their loyalty and obedience in the midst of new cultural situations. Evidence of that process of proclamation and expansion of the
received tradition is visible in the Pentateuch itself, particularly in the
Deuteronomic retelling of the story of Israel's covenant history into the
t; t" fra, tf Lauterbach is correcr, they may not have had a sharp sense of the distinc".,.
tion of derash (interpretation) anclpeshul (literal meaning). (Cf. his article,'?aslrat,"JE,vol.
ix,

pp. 652-653.) Rosenblatt argues (ap. cit., pp. pp. r-O), however, that the Tannaim were
deeply interested in discovering the "simple meaning" of texts, as they understood that"simple nreaning." It was precisely the assumption that every Scripture has a basic underlying
meaning, and that no "plain meaning" of any Scripture is in fundamenul contradiction with
any other, that drove Tannaitic interpreters to ingenious methods flor reconciling texts.
In recent years, Raphael Loewe has contributed a useful clarificarion of the discussion of
pesha! ("The'Plain' Meaning of Scripture in EarlyJewish Exegesis," inPaPers of tfu ltlstitll.rr of
Jewish Stu.dics, Londnn, ed. byJ.c. Weiss, vol. i [Jerusalem, 1964], pp. r4o.r85). The term is
best understood as

designating

a

teaching

as

"authoritative," either because it

is

propounded

by a recognized authority, or because it is "recognized by the pubtic as obviously
authoritative, since lamiliar and traditional" (p. r8r). Cf. his catalogue of the recent
literature, pp. r7&-r7g, note. r89.
(SZ) Cf. M- Elon, Enc1c. Jrul., vol. viii, cols. r4zz-r423.

(r8)

Vermes, oP. cit.,

p. 79.

(59) Louis Jacobs, op. cdt., pp. 3&-5o.
(6o) Yet another identifications and discussions of hermeneurical devices operative in
Tannaitic texts are given by Mielziner, op. cit., pp. i77-fi7; Epstein, op. cit., pp.5zr-536;
Towner, op. cit., pp. 2;r-2b4. Rosenblatt, op. cit., $ves lists of exarnples of named and
unnamed interpretive devices which are based on lexicographical, grammatical, and critical
observations.
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ears of a seventh-century B.c.E.Judean community. The Deuteronomistic

history is subjected to re-proclamation by the post-exilic Chronicler.
There is, in short, ahenntnrutic at work in the Bible. It is a hermeneutic
with which that of the rabbis is in direct continuity.
But there is no defined, explicit henneneutics. 'fhe actual methods by
which older traditions were taken up and restated are elusive or commonsensical. 'Ihe authoritative received traditions were not yet treated as
canonical texts, fixed and immutable in every semantic detail and to be
utilized only through methods which would protect the integrity of the
texts themselves. No, older traditions were simply utilized typologically or
kerygmatically by later circles for their own purposes; indeed, the teaching of the later circles was sometimes simply substituted for the original.
In a broad se nse this process of growth can be described as a midrashic

one. Glosses and comments which approach the midrashic genre more
narrowly construed can also be detected here and there in the text.61 But
rro system of hermeneutics at all comparable to that articulated by the
Tannaim was operative in the growth of the biblical text.
It is not surprising, therefore, that no biblical precedents exist for any
of the formal Tannaitic middol , save qal aal.rorner. Although not referred to
by that or any name, the argument a minori ad maius may be found in the
Old'I'estament as many as 40 times.62 Its use is purely logical and deductive, however, without exegetical intent.63 The presence of this type of
argurnent in the Hebrew Scriptures attests not to the beginnings of a system of hermeneutics in pre-rabbinic times, but only to the antiquity and
ubiquity of this simple logical device. Neither Hillel nor the Tannaim
invented it, though they may have named it;64 they simply brought it into
their collection of interpretive devices. In short, the roots of rabbinic hermeneutics are not to be found in the Hebrew Bible.
Nor does the New'festament shed much light upon the origin and
development of the m'fuldot.It does of course reveal a deep engagement
with the problem of hmneneutic , and, in its own way, stands very much in a
(6r) Cf.Weingreen,op.cit.,especiallythechaptersentitled"Rabbinic-typeGlossesinthe
Old'festament," pp. 3z-54, and "Oral Tora and Written Records," pP. 7il9g; also his arti-

cle <rn "Hisrnry of Interpretation. A. Within the Old 'I'estam ent," Interprctn's Dictimary of tlv
henceforth IDBS), pp. 436-438.
Bible, Supplemntary Volume (Nashville, r926
(62) Gen. R. g::7 gives a traditional list of- ten gal valtomn arguments in the Old Testa-

ment:Gen..14:8,Exod6:tr,Num. r:r:r4(cf.b.B.Q.z5a),Deut.3r:z7,Jer. rr:5(twice), I
Sam.t3:3,Prov. rr:3r,Estherg:r:r,andEzek. r5:5.Foradiscussionofthislistandasmany
as 3o other examples discerned in the Bible see H. Hirschensohn, Bmtre hannid'dot

(ferusalem, 1939), pp. 39Jio; cf. Strack, op. cil., p. r85, note 3.
(61) J.A. Sanders, "Hermeneutics," IDBS, p. 4o4, points to Ezek. 33:24 as a possible
example of a biblical qal vol.tmncr argument with exegetical intent.
(64) So S. Zeirlin, "Hillel and the Hermeneutical Rules," op. cit.,p. 165.
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line of direct continuity with the Old Testamenr parrern of growth of theological tradition through re-presentation. By reason of this very
continuity, the New Testament also shares with the literature of the rabbis
a basic principle of hermeneutic, namely, that in the fixed point of Scripture are to be found the truths by which the moving point of the community's experience can be interpreted meaningfully. The Christ-event
could be understood by the early Christians only in terms of OId Testament imagery and theology, and their writings everywhere introduce and
allude to the authoritative Scripture of the Jews. Like the Pharisees and
the earliest of the Tannaim who were their contemporaries, the New Testament writers regarded Scripture as fixed and took its very textual
expression to be extremely significant. They were, in other words, dealing
with canon. The New Testament writings reflect this conviction in the way
they handle the Old Jq5hrngnl
quoting the text with great care, albeit
- identifying some exegetical devices as
from the Septuagint version, and
they are used.65 Inded, one can speak of the presence in the New Testament of an informal and unsophisticated but nevertheless definable system of hermeneutics.
However, New Testament hermeneutics bears almost no relationship
to the sophisticated and precise hermeneutical system of the rabbis represented by the formal lists of middot and the scores of other devices. Scholars have struggled to find evidence that theJews who wrote the New Testament were familiar with the middot of Hillel or Ishmael or Akiba.66

(6S) E.g., Gal. 4:z4, "This is an allegory," identifies the method being used to apply the
stories of Hagar and Sarah to the early Christian theological issue of law versus grace. In
Rom. 5: 14, Adam is spoken of as"atype of the one who was to come." Typology, the simple
historical analogy, is probably the single most commonly used hermeneudcal method in
-I'estaments.
both the Old and New
Cf. E. Achtemeier, "-fypology," in IDBS, pp.g2Fg27.
'Ihe New Testament "prophecy-fulfillment" scheme may also be broadly construed as a
hermeneutical method. Cf. David M. Hay, "History of Interpreadon. C. NT Interpretation

of the OT," IDBS, pp. 44I-444.

(66) Many scholars have discerned the presence in both literatures of some of the same
informal interpretive moves
typology, allegory, construction of a series of texts around a
key word or theme, elucidation ofScripture by various types ofanalogies to other Scripture.
There is no intention here to deny these commonalities of hermeneutical approach to rhe
Old Testament, even though the case could be made that- given the literary devices available to first and second century writers generally, and the commitment to the aurhority of
Scripture in its very textual details held by the New 'festament writers and the Pharisees
alike-suchcommonalitieswereinevitable. Cf. Hay, op.cit.,p.446; Daube,Tfu NeuTestament and Rabhinic Judaism (especially his discussion of Matt. 5:17 ff ., in connection with the
ruleolhelalufnal, pp.6g-66); E. Earle Ellis,Pazl'szsa of thcOWTestament (Edinburgh, rg57)
especially his chapter in "Pauline and Jewish Literary Methods," wherein he states:
-"Hillel's principles of afortioi and analogy are
implicit in many Pauline passages, but here
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A mo rr g for mal argu ments, only qal a aho nrcr can be fou nd, and its presence
can be put down to the antiquity and the ubiquity of that simple form of
argument.r;7 Because of its early date and the farniliarity many of its writers probably had with Pharisaic tradition, the New Testament may be
regarded as a significant witness to rabbinic tradition in its formative
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therefore, the absence in the former of any knowledge of the
of rabbinic hermeneutics suggesrs that they had not as
fet come
into being as fbrmally articulated norms.
Because neither the old Testament nor the New Testament provides
sig.ificant evidence which mighr throw light upon the genesis and develstages;68

middot

opment of rhe rabbinic methods of hermeneutics, scholirs have rurned ro
t<xr the rabbirric

affinitics can be too greatll stresscd" [p. +ti]. He then proceetls to illustratc

only Paul's use o[gal

uafionrer.

'I'hc articlc b1 D. IUoody Snrith,Jr., "The Usc of the ()ld'festament in the New," inJ.M.
l-{ild, ed., Thc Use of the OId Testament in the N eu, and Olher Essa$ (Durhanr, N.C., r 972), pp.
q{i6, is a valuable summary of the recent discussion, with refe rences to thc works of -l-asker,
Ilarrctt, &rwers, I)oeve, Borrsirvcn, l)avies, [,llis, Lindars, Frced, Stendahl, and others. See
also the usef ul article and bibliography of Nlerrill P. N{iller, "'I argurn, I\Iidrash and the Use
'l
<rf the ()ld estament in the New Testanrent,"/ournal.for the Study of Judaism r (r97 r), pp.
agr8:r. In all of'this discussion, the success at explicating such subjects as the numbcr and
order o{'Oltl 'fcstament quotations used by New 'l'estament writers, New Testanrent
affinites tope.\hff exegesis and t<l Philo, ancl the sinrilarirl, of Nerv l'estament hermeneutical
practiccs to the inf<rrmal interprctive devices cnrpkryed in l\Iishnah an<l rnidrash, firr outweighs arrl' success at disclosing any Ncw 'festarnent purchasc on the fonnal ienrten"eutics <tf
'l-annaitic litcrature.

()nc of'tlre nrost intercsting reccnt attcmpts to provc that one New 'l cstarrrent writer,
I'aul, krtew and enrployed at least {ive of the seven niddot of Hillel is that of .1. Jeremias,
" laulus als Hillelit," in E. l-llis and M. Wilcox, eds. ,Neolestatnentica et Semitica: Studies in Honor

of illattheu BlacA (Eclinburgh, r969), pp. 88-94. Aside fromqaluahomer, which Paul does use
rrtore frequcntly than any othcr New'I'estament writer,Jerernias'evidence for Pauline use

of thcfiverziddol remainsunconvincing. Ronr.4: r-T,whichhe givesasthe loneexampleof a
Paulircgezerahshauah,doesin<leedproposeananalogybetweenAbraharninGen.
r5:6ancl
(he ntatr to whom God reckons righteousness aplrt from works, whom David blesses in Ps.
'l'he
.t:r: s.
arralogy hingcs upon the term elogisthE, "reckoned,"present in some form in both
text.s. But does the analogy realll'pcrfbrnr an exegetical lunction, clarifying the meaning of
the kcy tertn irt one text by an cxanrination of thc other? Or is it simply a line of reasoning
scize<l upon zrrl ioc for the purp<lse o( backing up an argument about Abrahanr with further
supp()rt lionr Scripture?'fhe latter seenls nl()re likely to be the case, especially because it is
<lillicult t() (liscern any fbrmal, stereotyped structure in the text similar to that which
:r< c<rnt parties the applicati<>n <tl dmi&lah in rabbirric sources. Similar criticisms oflack of stereotvpcd fornr antl o{'clearly courparable function can be made of .feremias'proposals that
I)aul rtscstheargunrentAekiluferatinRom. r.1:gandGal.5:r4;Aa-yo.rebomirnaqom'al.terinGal.
,1: r6; arrtl datar halamed ne'in1a,no in Ronr.
4: l(Fl la.
.f e rernias'discussion of Pauline hcrmeneutics h:rs becn attacked by Klaus Haacker from
arrother angle in his article, "War Paulus Hillelit?" Da^s lrutitutum Judaicurn der Uniuersitiit
-l'iibingen
it den Jahren rg7r-r972, pp. ro6-rro. Haacker centcrs his critiquc upon the
unreliabilitv o[ the attribution of the seven middot to Hillel. Why should Paul be linked to
Flillel on thc basis of his use of certain rniddol when even Hillel "hardy . . . made use of all, or
('vcn nr()st, ol'the rules" (p. r r8, note49,quoring.f . Neusner,T/leRubbirtic'l'raditionsAboutthe
Pharise es BeJore 7o ILeiden, r 97 r ], vol. i, p. z4 r ). Haacker suggests that contemporary Helletristic hermerreutical method was the common source fbr both Paul and the House of Hillel.
(67) Exarnplesinclude l\{att.6:3o = Lk. rz:28; Ir{att.7: r r : Lk. r r: r3;Jn.7:23(?); Rom.
5:r5, rZ, rr:r:;ICor.9:q-ro(-:);IIOor.3:7-8, rr;Phil.z:rr(?); Heb. rz:9.Cf.H.L.Strack
and P. Billerlt ck, Komnrcnlar zurtt Neuen Teslanent aus'l-almud und Midrosch, vol. iii (Munich,
r gz(i), pp. gz{-z s6
a discussion of gal tah,omer in connection with Rom. 5:gf. Examples of
hornuvaqal include Rom.5:9, ro;8:3:t (?), rr:14; I Cor.6::l-3.

the Hellenistic world in search of exrernal parallels. The resulting

discussion has already been noted: in brief, it is inconclusive.6e some individual middot can cerrainly be compared with methocls ofjuridical interpretation in Roman law, as well as with methods of literary interpretaton
among the Alexandrian grammarians. some terminology may hive been
borrowed. However, the evidence is much too diffuse to'suggest that the
Tannaim simply learned their methods of interpretation from the Greek
rhetors or grammarians.
There being .o other likely external first ancl second century c.E.
sources from which the basic methods of rabbinic hermeneutics might
have been drawn, we are left with the inescapable conclusion that the
work of formulating their sophisticated sysrem of hermeneutics was done
by the rabbis themselves, largely after 7o c.8., in rhe acadernies of the
Tannaim and their successors(68) This propositi.n is illustrated t. g..d effect by
J. ir-cusner, -.Firsr cleanse the
Inside': the 'Halakhic' Background of a conrrovcrsy safing," N(w 'I-estament studizs zz
(rg7fr-76), pp. 4|6-4gtr; also found in his purities, op. cit., vol. iii, pp.
374_3gr.
(69) CL supra, pp. ro7-ro9.

